Composite 14- Brexit
To Labour Conference 19, from CAC2
Conference notes the grave danger of a damaging No Deal Brexit or Hard-Brexit being imposed by
the Johnson government that would lead to job losses, reductions in living standards and workers’
rights, plus cuts in environmental and consumer protections, and a harmful trade deal with the US
that would threaten the NHS.
Conference supports the party leadership continuing to prioritise the fight to block a No Deal
Brexit/Hard-Brexit, using all necessary and available means, including moving a Vote of No
Confidence in the Government, fighting for a general election and supporting a public vote on the
terms of any departure from the European Union
Conference believes that Labour is the only party that can heal the harmful divisions in our
communities and thus be able to move on and address the horrendous societal problems that face
us, especially those caused by ten years of austerity, ruthlessly imposed on the disadvantaged by the
Tories and Lib Dems Whilst other parties have exacerbated polarisation, defining everyone by how
they voted in the 2016 EU Referendum, Labour has tried to reach across the divide. It is a difficult
navigation, but the right one
Conference reaffirms its commitment to the approach that prioritises: the defence of people’s living
standards and jobs; the maintenance of access to EU markets, with at a minimum a customs union;
the protection of people’s rights; and no hard border on the island of Ireland.
Conference congratulates our party leadership and the PLP for voting in parliament: to stop Theresa
May’s deal; against a No Deal exit; for a Customs Union; for alignment with the Single Market; and
for a public vote – in line with the policy agreed by the 2018 Labour Party Conference
Our party leader has made our way forward abundantly clear; a public vote on a deal agreed with
the EU giving people a final say between a credible leave option and remain
At all times, Labour will seek to overcome division and build maximum consensus around policies for
the many, not the few.
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